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2 OverviewCVCL aepts as input one or more assertion formulas and a query formula.It then heks whether the assertion formulas imply the query formula. Eahformula must be a �rst-order formula whose parameters (non-logial symbols)must be from among the theories listed in the next setion.The algorithm used depends on the Nelson-Oppen method for ombiningdeision proedures [6℄ and the implementation is based losely on an algorithmwhose orretness is veri�ed in the �rst author's Ph.D. thesis [3℄.Although there is limited support for quanti�ers in CVCL (see below), thealgorithm is omplete only for quanti�er-free formulas. As with its predeessor,CVCL uses advaned SAT-based searh heuristis and has the ability to produea proof when a formula is suessfully validated.3 The Theories of CVCL3.1 Equality with Uninterpreted FuntionsThe simplest supported theory is one whih ontains an arbitrary number offuntions and prediates whih are \uninterpreted", meaning that the theorydoes not provide any information about them other than that they are fun-tions and prediates. Beause the set of non-logial symbols in this theory variesaording to the formulas being heked, the user must speify the set of suhfuntions and prediates for a partiular run of CVCL.3.2 ArraysCVCL inludes a theory of abstrat arrays with two operations, read and writewhih an be used to read from a loation in an abstrat array or to reate anew array by writing a new value to a loation in an existing array.3.3 Reords and TuplesCVCL formulas an inlude simple aggregate datatypes like reords and tuples.These are handled with a simple deision proedure for a set of operations used toreate, read from, and write to these datatypes (muh like the array operations).3.4 ArithmetiAs with its predeessors, CVCL an deide the theory of linear arithmeti overthe reals. However, CVCL also has some additional apabilities. The �rst is theability to deal with linear arithmeti over integers. In fat, CVCL an reasonabout linear expressions over any ombination of real and integer variables.The other extension implemented in CVCL is the ability to handle somenonlinear arithmeti. Nonlinear expressions are transformed into a normal form,making it possible to verify simple identities like (a+b)(a�b) = a2�b2. However,the nonlinear apabilities of CVCL are still very limited.



3.5 Additional TheoriesCurrently, new deision proedures are being developed for indutive datatypes,a subset of set theory, and a theory of bit-vetors.4 New Features4.1 Library APIOne of the main features laking in both SVC and CVC was a library interfae.Interation with the old systems was done using a small ustom ommand lan-guage. Commands were either typed in manually or provided through a sriptingmehanism.CVCL has the same ommand language interfae, but we also designed anabstrat interfae into CVCL from the start. The methods in this API mimi theommand language, so that it is easy to move from one mode of interation to theother. In fat, the ommand language interfae is implemented using the API,minimizing the hane that the two modes of interation will behave di�erently.The API is available both as an abstrat C++ lass and as a set of C fun-tions. It has been suessfully used as a library from C++, and the C interfaehas been suessfully used by the foreign funtion interfae of other languagesinluding Prolog and Oaml.4.2 Proof Support for EÆient Boolean ReasoningA major feature of the original CVC system was the ability to produe a proofartifat as the result of suessfully validating a formula. However, CVC ouldonly produe proofs when using a slow searh heuristi. When using advanedSAT-based heuristis, whih are essential on large formulas, CVC was unable toprodue a proof beause it depended on an external SAT solver and had no wayto extrat a proof from this solver.CVCL overomes this diÆulty by integrating a ustom SAT solver and in-luding proof rules for the kinds of reasoning done in modern eÆient BooleanSAT solvers [2℄. This enables CVCL to use advaned tehniques like lause learn-ing and onit-direted baktraking while still produing proofs.4.3 Quanti�ersOne of the most signi�ant new features of CVCL is native support for quan-ti�ers. Adding quanti�ers neessarily makes the logi undeidable, but in manypratial examples, even very simple heuristis for quanti�er instantiation anbe suÆient.The urrent heuristi used by CVCL is to ollet the set of terms that haveourred in some previous formula, and then use these terms to instantiate thequanti�ed variables of similar type. This is a very lose reimplementation ofthe heuristi used by Das and Dill [5℄ for solving quanti�ed formulas arising inprediate abstration.
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